
KS3 Handball Assessment Card: Rules, Regulations and Equipment.



KS3 Handball Assessment Card: Grading Criteria

Skill 1: Passing Skill 2: Receiving
Skill 3: 

Footwork/Dribbling
Skill 4:

Attacking/Defending
Skill 5: Shooting Game Situation

Olympian
(Skillful)

Complets a variety of passes 

such as chest, overhead and 

bounce passes with accuracy 

and control on the move using 

strong and weaker hand.

Be able to receive most passes 

with one hand in skills practices 

but sometimes drops the ball in a 

game situation.

Excellent consistent footwork skills 

showing very good balance and 

agility.  Dribbling is consistently 

controlled and close to the body.

Shows a variety of dodges such as 

“feint” and “backwards.  Shows 

outstanding level of skill, tactical 

awareness and anticipation, 

making very few unforced errors, 

even under competitive pressure.  

Consistently moves to intercept the 

ball or make passing difficult for 

the offensive players.

Be able to shoot well with power 

from a variety of positions, 

particularly accurate and 

successful with the jump shot 

whilst moving.

Referee using basic rules.  Shows 

knowledge of strategies for a corner and 

throw in.  Put into operation the principles 

of attack and defense, recognising patterns 

of play and say how they need to be 

adapted to increase the chance of success.

Gold
(Able)

Passes accurately most of the 

time using 1 hand to a slow-

moving target showing some 

consistency and control.

Be able to consistently catch the 

ball whilst moving with 2 hands 

and has started to catch stationary 

passes with one with some 

consistency retaining possession.

Can perform correct footwork but 

when at speed often oversteps.  Can 

dribble with some success but easily 

loses control when running.

Attempt to use a dodge to get free 

and sometimes is successful using 

this technique.  Usually moves to 

intercept the ball or make passing 

difficult for the offensive players.

Be able to shoot close to the goal 

and consistently hit the target.  

Attempts to use the jump shot 

whilst moving.

Understand about basic attacking and 

defending against an opponent.  Use good 

skills to retain possession while under 

pressure.  Passes and moves constantly. 

Marks player tightly making it very difficult 

for opponents. Individual skills are to a high 

standard. Plays the game by the rules and 

is able to officiate with confidence.

Silver
(Developing)

Pass accurately most of the time 

to a stationary partner using a 

variety of passes.  Attempts to 

pass 1-handed.

Be able to consistently catch the 

ball well with two hand is 

beginning to attempt to use one 

hand to receive passes.

Attempt to use 3-step rule but often 

over or under steps.  Has little 

control of ball when dribbling and is 

more likely to try and pass than 

dribble with the ball.

Understand the need to move 

quickly to get rid of the marker but 

cannot always get away from an 

opponent.  Sometimes moves to 

intercept the ball or make passing 

difficult for the offensive players.

Attempts to shoot and hit the target 

but sometimes the shots will score 

from a shorter distance.

Understand about the aim of the game. 

Passes and moves well and will support 

player with ball. Signals non-verbally some 

of the time, timing the move into space so 

as to try to confuse marker.

Bronze
(Emerging)

Completes a bounce, chest and 

overhead pass but often passed 

don’t reach the intended target.  

Most passes are completed 

using two hands.

Be able to catch a variety of 

passes using both hands but will 

sometimes drop the ball and lose 

possession.

Shows very little coordination with 

movement on or off the ball.  

Struggles to keep control when 

moving.  Tries to pass without 

attempting to dribble.

Limited understanding of attacking 

play and will struggle to gain 

possession.  Player will also be 

less involved in game as lower 

confidence on the ball.  Attempts 

to move to intercept the ball or 

make passing difficult for the 

offensive players.

Will make little attempts to take a 

shot on and will only take the shot 

if there are no other options of 

passing or shooting.

Limited understanding of the rules.  Shows 

limited tactical awareness or positioning.  Is 

able to get into space more often than not 

to receive a pass. Starting to support player 

with ball more now. Able to signal for ball 

but will often be behind a marker when 

doing so.

Use the above criteria to self and peer assess during PE lessons. Identify what steps you can take to achieve the next level.


